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Senior Business Development Manager
As the Senior Business Development Manager at TechNET I am tasked with building and nurturing
relationships, and onboarding accounts across the group. I pride myself on going the extra mile to
really get to know my clients, what it culturally takes to become a part of their team and ensure I
fully understand their challenges when it comes to all things Talent Acquisition. Personally, I have
over 10 years of digital marketing recruitment experience and am passionate about all things
creative. I push the limits on our candidate and client journey through identifying the compatibility of
the best talent with unmissable opportunities.  I absolutely love my job and I have the pleasure of
being underpinned with a talented team of specialist consultants across the IT, Tech and Digital
areas who all contribute to our framework to success. 

MY EXPERTISE:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Social Media Management

Trade Marketing

Merchandising 

Web Development 

Project Management 

1st / 2nd / 3rd Line Support 

Business Analyst 

“I highly recommend Cydnie from
TechNET as a specialist recruiter.
Above and beyond introducing
great talent, her deep
understanding of the industry,
ability to provide valuable market
insights, and dedication to
exceptional service, make her an
invaluable asset. I would highly
recommend her and look forward
to working with her again in the
future.”

Jonelle Foxe
Talent Acquisition Specialist,
GIMO

“I have known Cydnie for over
three years and and during this
time I have found her to be one of
the most talented recruiters in the
industry. She is smart, resourceful
and not only does she care about
the client’s requirement, she
remains in touch for months after
the placement to check how things
are progressing.  I find her sense
of integrity rare in today’s rushed
world and is one person I look
forward to continue working with
for many years to come.”

Jim Aetopoulos 
Head of eCommerce, Keel

“Cydnie is one of the most honest,
hardworking recruitment professionals
I've had the pleasure of working with.
From the first meeting I felt Cydnie
understood the brief, was committed to
finding the best opportunity, and was
seemingly on call 24hrs a day - I can't
ever remember having to wait for a
response to a message. Cydnie takes a
great personal pride in her work, and it
pleases me greatly to see that she is
setting out on her own. One of the good
ones out there, and I whole-heartedly
recommend her past work and her
future.”

Nikolas Antonas 
Business Development Director,
True

 


